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The main findings of the report include the following:

General Rubber Goods (GRG):

- After a slow 2013, the GRG production trend of European main producer countries became positive again in 2014.
- The first three GRG producers in the world remain European and their sales keep growing steadily.
- The trade balance of GRG is increasingly positive. However, when comparing tons of goods imported and exported, the imports nearly double the exports.

Tyres:

- Tyre production in Europe increased in 2014, matching the level of 2011, the best post crisis year to date.
- The EU tyre market has globally increased in 2014. However, in all four segments, this has benefited tyre imports rather than EU-produced tyres. This is particularly evident for truck and bus tyres: the total EU market grew by 15%, whilst ETRMA members' EU-produced tyres sales decreased by 1%.
- The retreaded tyre market decreased for the fourth consecutive year, and in 2015 it is estimated to plunge a further 10% reaching 4.2 million tyres.
- China remains the main tyre importer in the EU and growing steadily, whilst the EU mainly exports to NAFTA and Eurasia.

More detailed information can be found in the full report attached and available on ETRMA’s website in electronic format.

***END***

About ETRMA
The current ETRMA tyre corporate members are: Apollo Vredestein, Bridgestone Europe, Cooper Tires, Continental, Goodyear Dunlop Tires Europe, Hankook, Marangoni, Michelin, Mitas, Nokian Tyres, Pirelli and Trelleborg Wheel Systems. The General Rubber Goods manufacturers are represented through national associations in Belgium (Federplast), Finland (RMAF), France (SNCP), Germany (WDK), Italy (FGP), the Netherlands (NVR) and Spain (Consorcio). The industry provides direct employment for more than 350,000 people in the EU and supports another 800,000 jobs in related sectors. ETRMA members’ turnover in 2013 is estimated at € 72 b, of which up to 5% is invested in R&D, annually.